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Re Bureau letter dated 11/23/64.

On 2/25/65, NK 1872-3 furnished information concerning subject's appearance as guest speaker before the Friday Night Forum on 2/19/65, at Newark, N.J. According to this source the substance of LANE's remarks was to the effect that the Warren Commission had submitted a manufactured report which fitted preconceived ideas about President KENNEDY's Assassination. LANE was highly critical of the Commission's Report and stated it was a mockery of truth.

NK 1872-3 stated that after the talk, LANE was approached by one ROY FELDER, described as 5'4", weight 170 - 180 lbs., Jewish, red bristley mustache; red hair, wearing glasses, having disheveled appearance. FELDER had photostatic copies of a letter from the Dallas Police Department, and a photostatic copy of a vehicle registration. This registration contained the name, HANGES FLUSHING, Long Island. FELDER was overheard telling LANE that the vehicle representing the above registration was at the scene of the assassination in Dallas and was later found abandoned in New York City.
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